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William Deresiewicz’s latest book, The Death of the Artist: How Creators
Are Struggling to Survive in the Age of Billionaires and Big Tech, is a dry-eyed
look at how the internet has shifted the conditions under which artists of
all kinds (writers, musicians, visual artists) are attempting to make their
work and live. Deresiewicz critiques the cultural narrative that anyone can
be a professional artist now that the means of production are cheap and
the internet functions as the ultimate tool of distribution. In particular,
Chapter 13, “The Fourth Paradigm,” delves into Deresiewicz’s concept that
the Web has created a marketplace that is unavoidable and inescapable:
“When the market is everything, everything gets sucked into the market”
(p. 250). Operating in this new marketplace creates a marketplace mentality, to the extent that art becomes merely another cog in the wheels
of commerce. To compete, an artist must appeal to her fans at all times;
to grow and maintain an audience, her work must be consistent and
recognizable, formulaic even — a brand. Success is defined entirely by the
artist’s ability to sell her work, so the logic of commerce prevails. Finally,
Deresiewicz argues, while the earlier paradigms of “artist,” “art worker,”
and “entrepreneur” no longer apply, the bland descriptor “producer” —
a quintessential market term — now encapsulates what the erstwhile artist
has become.
At a glance, this seems to be a pragmatic (if somewhat
mercenary) gambit for artists, to capitulate to market logic and formulate
a practice that can exist somewhat reliably within the constructs of marketplace expectations. Yet reading Deresiewicz’s analysis made me feel
incredibly disheartened and lonely—this isn’t why I am an artist, nor do
I want to define myself and my work in those terms. In fact, I have been
content to have a highly independent studio practice and earn money
through pursuits connected to the arts, mainly editing and writing. When
executive editor Brian Gillis of the Oregon Visual Arts Ecology Project
asked me to moderate a Critical Conversation on the topic of my choice,
I took the opportunity to reach out to three other Oregon artists, Srijon
Chowdhury, Jaleesa Johnston, and Melanie Stevens, who also operate professionally in art-adjacent roles such as instructor, administrator, writer,
illustrator, and/or curator.
In our discussion of “The Fourth Paradigm,” we focused
on the points at which our practices differ from Deresiewicz’s conceptions
of a contemporary artist’s life. We took issue with his implicit assumption
that everyone wants to be an “art star,” or to occupy whatever the higheststatus position is. He discusses internet-fed requirements for that position—branding yourself in a niche market by producing a stable, consistent product—but he doesn’t really consider the downsides, such as the
artist’s own boredom with creating the same thing over and over again, or
the precarity of relying on an audience’s taste, when trends rise and then
shift rapidly away to the next big thing.
A popular question in many MFA critiques is, “Who is
your audience?” That question holds different shades of meaning depending on the program, but as students we had all heard and grappled with
it. Naturally, our discussion delved into the concept of the audience, what
it means to have one, and whether or not “an audience” is equal to
“a market.” Chowdhury thought that the author’s definition of the marketplace was somewhat populist, conflating a general audience with one that
actually buys artworks, and perhaps the term didn’t even apply to specific corners of the commercial gallery system. Stevens was disappointed
that Deresiewicz doesn’t acknowledge how much capitalism effectuates

violence and suffering; “to automatically subsume oneself into that particular framework,” she asserted, “is already a problem for me.” Johnston was
uncomfortable with the strictures of branding, and worried about what
such external pressures were doing to her students as they developed their
own work.
Success, we agreed, wasn’t about having a particular
number of Instagram followers or selling work for a particular price—or
sometimes at all. Instead, each of us is trying to stay focused on what is
meaningful to our own inquiries in the studio. I found this part of our conversation to be an antidote to the repressive structures that Deresiewicz
outlines. For Stevens, success means “being able to continue to . . . make
art that speaks to [her], and delivers the kind of narrative that [she is]
interested in investigating.” Chowdhury talked about the tension between
wanting to sell work and having “the work [feel] honest and fulfilling.”
Johnston directly opposed the lock-step requirements of the marketplace:
“For me” she said, “being free is trying to step closer to [a centered practice], even if it’s the opposite of making a living off my work. I guess
when I’m saying free, I mean stepping further away from caring what anyone else thinks, or caring if someone will show this, or if someone will
buy this.” The most important question for her is: “Do I feel like I lived
that moment in my practice to its fullest with what I had?” That’s a powerful re-centering of devotion to an artistic discipline, which is about potential rather than product.
It is interesting to me that, among the many points raised
in “The Fourth Paradigm,” we focused most on the external pressures
we are trying to resist. Many visual artists do attempt to join the marketplace as described by Deresiewicz; some are very good at it, and reap the
putative rewards. And even those who are still climbing the lower rungs
of the ladder try to obtain the visible markers of “success” that seem to
apply mainly to other artforms, like pop music, such as a fixed, marketable
product; global travel that implies sophistication and a broad network;
and hordes of followers and buzzy interactions on social media. These
artists seek the trappings of marketplace success by embracing the old
adage “dress for the job you want,” thus signaling that they are ready to
be instrumentalized by a machine that values the product but not the
producer. That’s not to cast aspersions on other people’s aspirations, but
to assert that if success can only ever mean selling one’s work, then even
artists consciously nonaligned with the market feel incessant pressure to
conform to its forces.
It’s a shame that time did not allow our group to also
read and discuss the final chapter of Deresiewicz’s book, “Don’t Mourn,
Organize,” which briefly outlines some of the attempts that artists
are making to circumvent this system. It is a reminder that there is no art
world, only art worlds, overlapping circles that encompass diverse ways
of operating, each according to customs and conventions defined by
smaller communities with their own objectives. Overall, The Death of the
Artist points to the need to explore important notions that our conversation only touched on, making external pressures more visible to stakeholders in the field who are also affected by their proximity to these capitalist
strictures — educators, curators, gallerists, collectors, grant makers —
and all those that have an interest in sustaining emancipated art practices.
Further investigation at a community level might assist artists in finding
ways to think critically and act collectively to reject the most paralyzing
of these market-driven narratives.
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